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Second Sunday after Christmas  
Matthew 2: 13-15, 19-23 

In the name of God, the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, Amen! 

“Flee to Egypt.”  My friends, with those words, from yet another dream 
echoing in his ears, Joseph gets up in the middle of the night, types in Egypt on 
the GPS he received as a Christmas present, and begins walking south with 
Jesus and Mary.  Now, regardless of whether this story really happened exactly 
the way Matthew tells it, it shouldn’t be difficult for us to know that it’s true.  The 
names and faces might have changed over the centuries, but it’s a story that 
continues to be lived out in places throughout the world today.  We’ve seen the 
pictures on television.  We’ve read the stories in the news.  We’ve heard, and 
maybe even participated in, the arguments over what to do about this global 
challenge.  This morning we are reminded by Matthew’s gospel that Jesus, Mary, 
and Joseph were not the first refugees to flee in the face of dire circumstances - 
and they are not the last. 

So, let me begin with a few questions for you.  What do you hear in today’s 
gospel?  What feelings are stirred up in you by the flight of Jesus’ family to Egypt 
(Matthew 2:13-15, 19-23)?  What images fill your mind’s eye?  What prayers arise 
within you?  What experiences from your own life’s journey do you recall as you 
listen to their story?  And, what does their story have to do with you and me? 

For me, the story evokes memories of my own experiences in working with 
families having to leave their homes under duress in places like Vietnam, Haiti, 
New Orleans, North Carolina, and our own state of Florida.   In today’s story, 
Joseph, Mary and Jesus , faced with the real prospect of violence, a tyrant ruler, 
an oppressive government, and the threat of death, find themselves literally, on 
the run.  They have left behind a lot more than what they have taken.  I feel within 
me a parents’ fear for the safety of their children, and the knot of worry and 
tension that must have been present in the pit of their stomachs.  I am certain 
that Joseph’s and Mary’s one thought, their one priority, was to protect their child 
and keep him safe.  In my mind’s eye I see them feeling their way through the 
darkness of night hoping not to be noticed.  With each passing moment they find 
themselves further and further from the known and familiar, and a lot closer to the 
unknown and unfamiliar.  I hear Mary and Joseph whispering to each other.  When 
will we get there?  How much further is it?  What will we find?  What will it be like? 

And my brothers and sisters, I’m not just talking about Jesus and the Holy 
Family, I’m also talking about any family  around the world, faced with similar 



circumstances.  We know that at least one child arrived safely in Egypt.  Over 
previous centuries, and continuing today, there are thousands of other children 
who were not as fortunate.  Like Jesus, they too were, and are, refugees.  And 
they share a common story. 

Like you, I cannot explain why one child finds refuge and others do not.  I 
don’t know.  There are no good or acceptable reasons for that, but I can tell you 
what are not the reasons.  I can tell you that it is not because Jesus’ life mattered 
more, or was more important, or more valuable than any of the others.  It’s not 
because God loved Jesus more than any of the others who didn’t make it.  It’s not 
because Jesus is God’s eternal son and that a refugee from Asia, or Europe, or 
Africa, or South America, or wherever, is not just as important.   

My friends, if we think it’s for any of those reasons, we have missed the 
point of Christmas.  If we think it’s for any of those reasons, we have denied that 
the Word became flesh - human flesh, flesh like anyone else’s, like yours, or like 
mine.  We have forgotten today’s opening collect, the prayer that reminds us that 
in Jesus God shares our humanity so that we might share his divinity.  If that 
prayer means anything at all it means that the depth and measure of God’s joy 
and thanksgiving in knowing that Jesus arrived safely in Egypt is equaled only by 
the depth and measure of God’s anger and sorrow that someone else was not 
able to reach his or her Egypt. 

God’s heart is, and always will be, with the refugee, the dispossessed in 
life.  In the birth of Jesus, and his family’s flight to Egypt, God has revealed God’s 
self as aligned with the refugees of this world - and not only with Jesus and 
thousands of refugees in the world today, but with you and me as well. 

And, yes, if what I just said sounds like I said we are refugees as well, you 
heard right.  When I hear the story of Jesus fleeing to Egypt, I also see and hear 
the stories of those fleeing desperate situations in the here and now.  I see their 
faces on the daily news.  Faces of a refugee humanity, a humanity you and I share 
with them.  In their faces we see a modern day retelling of Jesus’ flight to Egypt.  
In Jesus’ face we see what will become the spark that ignites hope, kindles the 
fire of love, and illuminates the darkness for all refugees. 

If we are sincere in our own reflection on Jesus’ flight to Egypt, then the 
stories that confront us every day, will remind us of our own refugee status.  Their 
stories will bring to mind the times when we too have had to flee to Egypt.  And 
the truth is, some of us may be on that road right now. 

If your life has ever been disrupted and you needed a safe place to get 
away to - if you’ve ever known it was no longer safe, or good for you to stay 
where you were, or to stay the way you were - if you’ve ever left the known, the 
comfortable, and familiar, and traveled in spiritual darkness to the unknown and 
unfamiliar - if you’ve ever realized, or felt, that your life was at risk, and you had to 
make a change - if your very survival depended on crossing borders, literally or 
figuratively, into a new and foreign land - if you’ve ever experienced those, or a 



thousand other things like them, then, my friends, you know what it’s like to be a 
refugee.  And my guess is that most, if not all of us, know what that’s like. 

Realistically, we may not have had the same experience as Jesus’ family, or 
any of the thousands of families we see fleeing desperate circumstances on 
television every day, but we share a common story and a common context.  My 
friends, Herod is not just a king we read about in Israel some two thousand years 
ago.  In every age, including our own, Herod is the power, the circumstances, and 
the abuses that tear apart and seek to destroy people’s lives.  And for every 
refugee there is a Herod.  And unless we live with blinders on, we know very well 
that there are all sorts of refugees, and all kinds of Herods in this world. 

My brothers and sisters, being a refugee is not only about tyrant kings, 
oppressive governments, and threats of death.  It’s also about a deep longing and 
desire for a new life and a place of equal opportunity.  It’s about hearing and 
responding to our God, who sometimes calls to us in the night.  

Our gospel story this morning also reminds us that the refugee life is 
neither easy nor safe; however, wherever we go, we never go alone.  The God of 
refugees goes with us, the God who “has nowhere to lay his head” (Matthew 
8:19-20) goes with us.  And we go with the promise that our Egypt has already 
been prepared for us by the presence of the child that went before us.  The child 
named Jesus, who knows the way. 

Some of us here today may be refugees from a broken and abusive 
marriage, or a relationship that was unhealthy, destructive, or violent.  Some of us 
may be refugees from the land of addiction.  Some of us may be refugees 
wandering through the darkness of depression, emptiness, or a life seemingly 
void of meaning.  Some of us may be fleeing from countries of neglect or abuse.  
Many of us may have recognized behaviors and choices that we had to flee, or 
situations we just had to get away from.   And most of us, at one time or another, 
have probably been refugees from the land of grief and sorrow. 

My friends, I don’t know what your refugee story is - but I’ll bet you have 
one.  I’ll bet there has been at least one time in your life when you had to flee to 
Egypt.  Your life depended on it.  You left home for a better place, a different life, a 
new way - and you left not really knowing where you were going, or what you 
would find when you got there.  You trusted a child to show you the way.  You 
followed in the footsteps of Jesus, and with each step along the way, whether you 
knew it or not, your life was the retelling of today’s gospel. 

Every time I read, or hear, today’s gospel - every time I read, or hear a story, 
about refugees in today’s news - every time I reflect on my own refugee status, 
and the times I’ve spent in Egypt, I cannot help but wonder what if.  What if Egypt 
had not been accommodating to the plight of Jesus’ family.  What if Egypt had 
closed the borders of its heart?  What if the Holy Family had arrived at Egypt’s 
border, only to be turned away?  What if the Pharaoh had responded with fear and 
prejudice instead of compassion and safety?  What if the Egyptian people had 
said, “There’s no room for you here?”  What story would we be telling today?  



Would there be any good news for the refugees of the world?  For you?  For me?  
Would the spark of love and compassion have been extinguished? 

Well, the Good News this morning is, that didn’t happen.  Perhaps Egypt 
remembered.  Perhaps it was because Egypt remembered another time, hundreds 
of years earlier, when another Joseph, and another desperate people came 
seeking refuge.  Perhaps God sent Joseph, Mary and Jesus to a land that would 
remember.  Perhaps God was hoping and counting on Egypt to remember it had 
once been a place of refuge for his people, and it could be again.   

My brothers and sisters, there is much for us to glean from this story of 
Jesus’ flight to Egypt.  It has a Eucharistic theme.  It is heavy with the message of 
remembrance and promise.  This morning we too are invited to remember.  To 
remember the many times in our own lives when we have found ourselves 
wandering as refugees.  To remember those oasis’ God provided that offered us 
safety and compassion.   

In the weeks ahead, I invite you to offer to God a prayer of thanksgiving.  
Thanksgiving for the safe havens God has provided you.  Remember your refugee 
moments and how you were received by those offering safety and compassion.  
Remember my friends, and ponder how you might respond in kind.  Amen. 


